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“The first question any structural biologist asks upon
being told that a new structure has been solved is
no longer ‘What does it look like?’; it is now ‘What
does it look like?’ And the most prevalent sensation
in structural biology is best described by the noted
American baseball player and philosopher, Yogi
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This article is meant to give an overview of the meth-Uppsala University
ods available for aligning protein structures, provide anBiomedical Centre
introduction to the scoring schemes used to assessBox 596
structural similarity, and to describe some practical as-SE-751 24 Uppsala
pects of structural alignment and structure databaseSweden
searching. The hope is that this overview will enable
biologists to more accurately assess the significance of
the experience of de´ja` vu so common in the context ofSummary
structure comparison.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of (often over-Structure comparison is a crucial aspect of structural
lapping) questions that one seeks to answer by align-biology today. The field of structure comparison is
ment of protein structures: physical and biological. Thedeveloping rapidly, with the development of new algo-
physical questions deal with various aspects of the pro-rithms, similarity scores, and statistical scores. The
tein folding problem, including classification of struc-predicted large increase of experimental structures
tures into different folds, comparison of homologousand structural models made possible by high-through-
and analogous domains with the same fold, analyzingput efforts means that structural comparison and
the relationship between sequence change and struc-searching of structural databases using automated
ture change, and assessing protein structure predic-methods will become increasingly common. This
tions. Classification of structures is necessary to orga-Ways & Means article is meant to guide the structural
nize the structural data and to derive constraints thatbiologist in the basics of structural alignment, and to
determine the range of possible protein folds. Compar-provide an overview of the available software tools.
ing domains with the same fold that are homologousThe main purpose is to encourage users to gain some
with those that are thought to be analogous providesunderstanding of the strengths and limitations of
insight into which residues are critical for the fold andstructural alignment, and to take these factors into
into the variety of sequences that can adopt a particularaccount when interpreting the results of different pro-
fold (often referred to as the “designability” of a fold).grams.
Comparing several different structures within a family
allows one to determine the structural plasticity of a
Introduction fold. Finally, structure alignment is a critical component
of assessing our understanding of protein structure pre-
Dating back to the work of Linnaeus, Darwin, and Men- diction, since one needs to evaluate how commensurate
del, comparison has always been a fundamental aspect the predicted structure is with the experimental one.
of biological research. The motivation behind generating The biological questions addressed by structure
the tremendous amount of sequence, structural, and alignment focus on homology detection, functional an-
expression data for biological macromolecules that we notation, mechanisms of evolutionary change, or func-
are currently producing is that we will glean new biologi- tional mechanisms. Examples include detection of dis-
cal insights by making comparisons; comparisons be- tant homologs that cannot be detected via sequence
tween organisms, between expression profiles, between comparison, analysis of structure-function relation-
sequences, between structures. Structural biologists ships, investigation of how sequence, structural, and
are obviously most concerned with comparison of pro- functional evolution are correlated, and study of the
tein structures. Historically this was done manually; that evolutionary origins of modern protein domains. Many
is, the equivalent residues were assigned by the investi- domains with a common precursor molecule no longer
gator based on a physical or graphical model, but it is possess detectable pairwise sequence similarity, and
now largely done automatically by computer algorithms. thus structural similarity is the best way to detect homol-
Automatic methods will become increasingly important ogy. The presence of analogy, or convergent evolution,
as more structures are produced by high-throughput complicates this procedure (in contrast with sequence
efforts. It is therefore important for researchers to under- comparison, where convergent evolution does not occur
stand how to interpret the results produced by these over long sequence lengths), but it is still a reliable way to
programs. As Greg Petsko put it in a review article sev- detect homology between domains lacking detectable
eral years ago (Petsko, 1992), sequence similarity. A frequent goal of homology detec-
tion is to make functional inferences. Structural compari-
sons can be a significant aid in this process, though*Correspondence: mls5w@virginia.edu
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detailed manual study of the two domains under consid- Karlin and Altschul (1990) for ungapped sequence align-
ment scores. (An EVD has a longer tail on the right handeration is usually required, along with experimental vali-
dation. Also, two domains with similar structures but [higher score] side of the distribution than does a normal
distribution, and is the distribution followed by mostdifferent functions can be compared to assess how the
structural differences relate to the functions of the pro- sequence similarity scores.) This makes it more difficult
to assess the significance of any particular level of struc-teins. Structural comparison is integral to the study of
molecular evolution, as well: structural classifications of tural similarity. Various authors have fit their similarity
scores to statistical distributions, including EVDs, but itprotein domains such as the SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995)
and CATH (Orengo et al., 1997) databases provide im- is not clear how to interpret the associated probability
values.portant benchmarks against which novel sequence and
structural comparison methods are tested; it is also fun- Structure alignment also faces practical difficulties
not generally encountered in sequence alignment: thedamental to the determination of how protein structures
evolve. All of these research areas depend upon struc- dynamic range of problems addressed is very large,
and the objects of alignment are models based upontural alignment; a better understanding of how structural
alignment is done, how to interpret the statistics of struc- experimental data. The problems addressed by struc-
ture alignment reach from precise measurements oftural alignment, and what tools are available for structure
alignment will therefore be of significant value to both small movements within a single domain under different
conditions, or between a mutant and wild-type protein,the structural biologist and the biologist who wants to
make use of structural information. to alignment of distantly related domains, to large-scale
clustering of all known structures. A more fundamental
problem is that structures are models that represent the
Methodological Issues best explanation of the experimental data, with associ-
A key concept necessary for understanding structural ated uncertainty, while sequences are discrete strings
alignment and comparison is that of a protein structural of a limited character set. Consequently, there are a wide
domain. While there are often debates amongst experts variety of algorithms and similarity measures, which we
about domain definitions in particular cases, the general provide an overview of below. Several programs are
definition of a structural domain is a compact region of listed in Table 1, along with their literature references,
a polypeptide chain that is able to fold properly and URLs, and a brief comment about the program. There
retains some or all of its functional capability when ex- are many more programs that space limitations prevent
cised from the full-length protein. Some programs and us from mentioning. More comprehensive treatments
servers have built-in parsers that break an input poly- can be found in the references for the individual pro-
peptide chain into constituent domains, while others do grams, and in review articles (Bourne and Shindyalov,
not and will attempt to align the whole chain. Automatic 2004; Eidhammer et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2001).
methods typically use measures of structural compact- Algorithms
ness and/or intrachain residue-residue contact density The oldest and most common method for aligning pro-
to determine domain boundaries (Holm and Sander, tein structures is to pick a set of equivalent points, usu-
1994; Jones et al., 1998; Sowdhamini and Blundell, 1995), ally -carbon atoms, in both proteins and to do a rigid-
but human intervention is frequently necessary (Murzin body superposition of those points in three dimensions
et al., 1995; Orengo et al., 1997). It is important to note (3D) with a least-squares minimization of the distances
that different definitions of domain boundaries can result between corresponding atoms (Huber et al., 1971;
in very different alignment results or database search Kabsch, 1976, 1978). This is computationally easy and
results. fast, but has the disadvantage that it may miss similari-
In order to compare two or more protein structures, ties between more divergent structures, which are often
one needs two things: a measure of similarity and an biologically relevant. The main difficulty in aligning two
algorithm for aligning the structures such that the simi- domains with divergent sequences is assigning which
larity measure is optimized. The ideal combination of residues are equivalent. This can be done explicitly by
algorithm and similarity score would be sensitive (give the user, for example based upon a multiple sequence
high scores to similar structures), selective (give low alignment, but it is usually done automatically, espe-
scores to dissimilar structures), and fast. In contrast to cially in large-scale searches. There are a variety of
sequence alignment, which can be done locally (Smith methods employed to assign equivalent residues, de-
and Waterman, 1981), structural alignment is a global scribed in more detail below (for a review of early meth-
procedure: changing the alignment in one part of the ods, see Matthews and Rossmann, 1985). Typically the
structure changes it in all parts of the structure. This process is either iterated between residue assignment
results in a much more demanding computational prob- and a minimization step or a stochastic optimization
lem (the technical term is NP-complete) than that posed procedure is used to align the maximum number of resi-
by sequence alignment. This means that one cannot dues given certain constraints (e.g., a 3.5 A˚ distance
guarantee that the optimal alignment score will be pro- cutoff). Many programs use a hierarchical algorithm,
duced, and thus that all structural alignment algorithms wherein fast, less accurate measures are used to screen
are heuristic: that is, the algorithm may produce an align- pairs of structures and the slower, residue-based align-
ment, but it may not be the optimal one. ment is performed only on a subset of alignments that
Structural alignment also lacks a theory that describes pass the initial screen.
the distribution of structural similarity scores, analogous Several programs use dynamic programming (Bell-
man, 1957; Cormen et al., 1990) to assign the residueto the extreme-value distribution (EVD) described by
Ways & Means
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Table 1. Selection of Some Available Structural Alignment Programs
Standalone/
Program URL servera Databaseb Comments
CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) http://cl.sdsc.edu/ce.html Both PDB Combinatorial extension of
fragment alignment, Z-scores
Dali (Holm and Sander, 1993) http://www.ebi.ac.uk/dali/ Both FSSP Distance matrix comparison,
Z-scores
DEJAVU (Kleywegt and Jones, http://portray.bmc.uu.se/dejavu Both PDB For finding structural motifs in a
1997) library
FOLDMINER (Shapiro and Brutlag, http://dlb3.stanford.edu/FoldMiner Both SCOP SSE alignment
2004)
K2 (Szustakowski and Weng, 2000) http://zlab.bu.edu/k2sa/ Server N/A Genetic algorithm
LSQMAN (Kleywegt, 1996) http://xray.bmc.uu.se/usf/ Standalone N/A C-C distance minimization
MAMMOTH (Ortiz et al., 2002) http://fulcrum.physbio.mssm. Both N/A Designed for aligning predicted
edu:8083/mammoth/ structures against the
experimental structure
Matras (Kawabata and Nishikawa, http://biunit.aist-nara.ac.jp/Matras/ Both SCOP Multi-step algorithm, Z-scores
2000)
PrISM (Yang and Honig, 2000) http://www.columbia.edu/ay1/ Standalone N/A Hierarchical alignment method,
composite scoring function
ProSup (Lackner et al., 2000) http://lore.came.sbg.ac.at:8080/ Both N/A Maximize # of aligned residues
CAME/CAME_EXTERN/ under a distance threshhold
PROSUP
SHEBA (Jung and Lee, 2000) http://rex.nci.nih.gov/RESEARCH/ Standalone N/A 3D Environment matching
basic/lmb/mms/sheba.htm
SSAP (Orengo and Taylor, 1993) http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/cgi- Server CATH SSE alignment, dynamic
bin/cath/GetSsapRasmol.pl programming
SSM (Krissinel and Henrick, 2003) http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/ssm/ Server PDB SSE alignment
ssmstart.html
Structal (Levitt and Gerstein, 1998) http://molmovdb.mbb.yale.edu/ Server N/A C-C distance minimization
align/
VAST (Gibrat et al., 1996) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ Both MMDB SSE alignment, P-values
Structure/VAST/vast.shtml
a In some cases a standalone version may be available by contacting the program authors, but for the purposes of this table we only
included those programs with published URLs for downloading the software.
b All of the standalone versions can be used to search any database the user creates locally. N/A means that either the server does
not search a database of structures, or that the program was primarily designed to do single pairwise alignments.
equivalences. In Structal (Gerstein and Levitt, 1998; Lev- et al., 1999), TOPSCAN (Martin, 2000), and GRATH (Har-
rison et al., 2002), only compare SSEs without doing aitt and Gerstein, 1998), which is based upon the algo-
rithm developed by Cohen (1997), from some initial (pos- residue-based alignment. Because these methods are
very fast, they are typically used to prescreen a data-sibly random) alignment each residue in domain A is
paired with the closest residue in domain B. The dis- base, or to cluster all the structures in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000).tances between these residues are minimized, and then
a new set of equivalences is determined. The process Combinatorial Extension (CE) (Shindyalov and Bourne,
1998) of the optimal (alignment) path finds the best align-is iterated until the list of equivalences does not change.
SSAP (Orengo et al., 1992) and SAP (Taylor, 1999) use ment of fragments of the two domains (using rigid-body
superpositioning of the fragments), and then attempts todouble-dynamic programming, where the first step uses
dynamic programming to produce alignments based extend this alignment by doing a combinatorial search. It
reports a Z-score, based on the difference between theupon all possible correspondences between the two
domains (i.e., residue i in domain A versus each of the similarity score of the given alignment and one between
random structures of the same size.residues in domain B, followed by residue i1 in domain
A versus each of the residues in B, etc.), and the second Dali (Holm and Sander, 1993) uses distance matrices
(the matrix of C-C distances between each residuestep selects the best alignment using dynamic pro-
gramming. and every other residue in the domain) to assign equiva-
lent residues. It breaks the matrix into hexapeptide re-A common method for generating an initial alignment
is to describe the secondary structure elements (SSEs) gions, finds similar regions in the two matrices, and
then uses a Monte Carlo procedure to build up the fullas vectors, and do a rough superposition of subsets of
these vectors from each domain first, followed by a alignment.
Other methods used to assign equivalent residuesresidue-based refinement of the alignment. Different
versions of this method are employed by VAST (Madej include geometric hashing (Nussinov and Wolfson, 1991),
a genetic algorithm (Szustakowski and Weng, 2000), andet al., 1995), Matras (Kawabata and Nishikawa, 2000),
DEJAVU (Kleywegt and Jones, 1997), LOCK (Singh and environmental profile matching (Jung and Lee, 2000).
There are also methods that calculate a structural dis-Brutlag, 1997), TOP (Lu, 2000), and SSM (Krissinel and
Henrick, 2003). Other methods, such as TOPS (Gilbert tance between two structures, but do not produce an
Structure
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alignment between them, such as Scaled Gauss Metric several methods when performing a structural align-
ment, especially if the two domains are significantly dif-(SGM) (Rogen and Fain, 2003) and PRIDE (Carugo and
Pongor, 2002). ferent in structure or if one is searching a database.
Structural Similarity ScoresIt is now common to produce multiple-structure align-
ments. Such alignments highlight the so-called “core” When doing large-scale structural alignments, as when
doing sequence alignments, it is important to have aresidues that are critical for a particular fold, or are
structurally conserved within a family of domains (Mat- similarity measure that will rank more similar structures
higher than more distant structures. The traditional mea-suo and Bryant, 1999). The most common method is to
pick a reference molecule and align all the other domains sure of structural similarity is the root-mean-square dis-
tance (RMSD) between structures A and B,to it, though there are other algorithms as well (Diamond,
1995; Leibowitz et al., 2001; Russell and Barton, 1992;
Shapiro et al., 1992). For example, the MASS program RMSD(A,B)  (1N )Ni1(||x(i )  y(i )||2 ) (1)
(Dror et al., 2003) does a truly multiple alignment based
upon SSE vectors.
There are two problems that are unique to structural expressed in A˚ngstro¨m, where N is the number of
alignment, as opposed to sequence alignment methods, aligned atoms and x and y are the coordinates of the
which have only recently begun to be addressed: varia- aligned atoms. In order for the RMSD to be meaningful,
tion in the accuracy and precision of the models (due however, one must normalize based upon the number
to differences in resolution and degree of order in the of aligned residues. In addition, the RMSD tends to be
crystals, as well as random and systematic errors), and dominated by the longest-distance pairs, so it is most
protein flexibility. Carugo (2003) showed recently that informative when used to compare similar structures,
the root-mean-square distance (RMSD) of an alignment or when limited to a subset of so-called “core” residues.
is linearly related to the resolution of the compared do- Several normalizations of the RMSD have been pro-
mains. Alignment of two domains of low resolution, or posed. Betancourt and Skolnick (2001) proposed the
two domains of significantly different resolution, results relative RMSD (RRMSD), defined as
in a higher RMSD than alignment of two domains of
RRMSD(A,B)  RMSD(A,B)/D(A,B) (2)high resolution. Schneider has written a program, called
ESCET (Schneider, 2000, 2002), that assesses the signif- where RMSD(A,B) is the RMSD between proteins A and
icance of structural differences between molecules by B, and D(A,B) is an estimate of the average RMSD be-
either using the coordinate errors calculated from in- tween two random protein fragments with the same
verting the full least-squares matrix (in the cases where length as the two proteins being aligned. A similar mea-
this is computationally feasible), or by using Cruick- sure was proposed by Carugo and Pongor (2001), which
shank’s DPI formula (Cruickshank, 1999) that estimates they call RMSD100:
the coordinate error using the resolution, B-factor, Rfree,
and other parameters (in cases where full matrix inver- RMSD100(A,B) 
RMSD(A,B)
1  ln√N/100 (3)sion is not feasible). The DPI formula is useful because
it does not require the experimental data; however,
The RMSD100 is designed to represent the RMSD normal-ESCET is designed for comparing different models of
ized to that expected if the two domains were eachessentially the same molecule (as in the case of noncrys-
100 residues in length. For the purposes of evaluatingtallographic symmetry, apo and holo forms, and point
structure predictions in the critical assessment of tech-mutants), and not two distinct molecules.
niques for protein structure prediction (CASP) competi-A few investigators have attacked the problem of pro-
tion, Zemla proposed the longest common segmenttein flexibility and subdomain movements in their align-
(LCS) and global distance test (GDT) (Zemla et al., 1997).ment algorithms. This is done either by allowing for the
The LCS is the longest continuous segment that can bemany different alignments (Shatsky et al., 2002) or, in the
aligned with a C RMSD less than a specified valuecase of FATCAT (Ye and Godzik, 2003), by including
(e.g., 1, 2, or 5 A˚), and the GDT is the largest set ofthe possibility of twists in the peptide backbone within
residues under a given distance cutoff. These two mea-the alignment algorithm. This allows alignment of two
sures have been used extensively in assessing the per-domains that are structurally similar but have local struc-
formance of structure prediction algorithms, but theytural differences that preclude a full alignment when
have not been tested to see how well they detect similareach domain is treated as a rigid body.
structures when searching a structure database.Users should be aware that while most structural
Several other structural similarity scores have beenalignment algorithms will generally agree with one an-
developed, some of which avoid the problems associ-other (in terms of assigning equivalent residues) when
ated with RMSD values. The structural similarity scorealigning similar structures, their results will often differ
proposed by Levitt and Gerstein (1998),significantly when comparing less similar structures. No-
votny et al. (2004) tested 11 web-based servers and Sstr  M(1/(1  (dij /d0)2)  Ngap/2) (4)
found that they differ considerably in their ability to find
where dij is the C-C distance, Ngap is the number ofknown homologs of the query structure. Also, Sierk and
gaps (not counting end gaps), M  20, and d0  5 A˚,Pearson (2004) showed that different algorithms pro-
emphasizes the best-aligned residues, rather than theduce very different distributions of false positives ac-
worst, and adds a gap penalty. The Dali similarity scorecording to structural class (, , or /) when searching
the CATH domain database. Thus, it is prudent to try (Holm and Sander, 1998),
Ways & Means
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based measures (Levitt and Gerstein, 1998; Sierk and
S(A,B)  
i

j
0.2  |d
A
ij  d
B
ij |
dABij
 · e(dABij /20)2 (5) Pearson, 2004). However, care needs to be taken when
interpreting these values, since, as mentioned above,
where the sums are over the aligned pairs of residues, there is no theory that describes what the optimal struc-
dAij and dBij are the C-C distances between residues i tural similarity score is or what the distribution of such
and j in domains A and B, respectively, and dABij  scores should be. Thus, the statistical scores are heuris-
(dAij  dBij )/2, is based upon intramolecular, rather than tic and their interpretation is generally dependent upon
intermolecular, distances, and includes an exponential the particular search performed and the particular ques-
term to down-weight longer distances. Kawabata and tion being asked. A Z-score is an open scale of structural
Nishikawa (2000) developed a log-odds scoring system similarity: the statistical significance of a Z-score cannot
based on a Markov transition model for structures analo- be known unless the underlying distribution from which
gous to the Dayhoff PAM model (Dayhoff et al., 1978) the Z-score is drawn is known. As Table 2 shows, differ-
for protein sequences. Yang and Honig (2000) proposed ent programs can give very different Z-scores for similar
the Protein Structural Distance (PSD), alignments between two domains.
The question of statistical significance is pertinent to
the question of discriminating structural homologs from
PSD(A,B)   log amax(a,b)s(A,B)s(A,A)log x 
2
 RMSDy 
2
(6) structural analogs. Above a sufficiently high threshold
of structural similarity, there will be no doubt that two
domains are homologous, even if they lack pairwise
where a is the number of SSEs for protein A, b is the sequence similarity. At lower levels of similarity, there
number of SSEs for protein B, s(A,A) is the self-alignment will be debate over whether two domains should be
score for protein A, s(A,B) is the score for the SSE align- considered homologous or analogous, and different cri-
ment of proteins A and B (see Yang and Honig, 2000 teria will lead to different assessments of the likelihood
for details), and x and y are adjustable parameters. The of common ancestry. Sierk and Pearson (2004) demon-
idea behind this formulation was to produce a composite strated that calculating a p()-value from a Dali Z-score
score that would be applicable for comparing both very assuming an underlying EVD gives probabilities that ap-
similar and very disparate structures. proximate the actual distribution of errors when search-
Statistical Scores ing the CATH database for domains with the same topol-
Many programs provide statistical estimates of the sig- ogy classification (i.e., with the same fold). However,
nificance of a structural match. Levitt and Gerstein these p()-values are overestimates of the significance
(1998) first showed that the distribution of their structural of finding a match to a homolog as defined by CATH,
similarity score, Sstr, followed an extreme-value distribu- and the other scores tested all overstated the signifi-
tion (EVD). They then fit the distribution to a quadratic cance with respect to both homologs and folds as de-
polynomial in ln(N), where N is the number of aligned fined by CATH. A key issue that should be addressed
residues, and calculated terms representing the average prior to performing a database search is the level of
(location) and standard deviation (width) of scores be- structural similarity one is looking for (or, alternately,
tween two domains in different SCOP classes. They how one calculates the level of similarity expected due
used these values to calculate Z-scores, to chance). Many scoring methods are calibrated to
detect any structural similarity between proteins, even
Z  (Sstr  )/ (7) if they are in different structural classes, and thus have
a lower standard for significance than if one is searchingwhere  is the average score and  the width of the
for homologous domains.distribution, and the corresponding probabilities,
p(v 	 Z )  1  exp[exp(Z)] (8)
Best Practice
where p(v 	 Z) is the probability of finding a Z-score As one can infer from the sampling of methods, pro-
greater than Z by chance. grams, and scoring systems described above, there is
The raw Dali score is fit against a cubic polynomial in no single “best” way to perform structural alignments.
L, the geometric mean of the lengths of the two domains The method and interpretation of results will depend
being aligned. Dali then reports a Z-score, upon the precise question being asked. Both of the
authors of this review recently (independently) published
Z(A,B) 
S(A,B)  m(L)
m(L)/2
(9) papers assessing various aspects of some commonly
used structural alignment programs (Novotny et al.,
2004; Sierk and Pearson, 2004). These results demon-where m(L ) is the polynomial, S(A,B) is the raw score,
and the denominator is an estimate of the standard strate that the methods tested vary widely in their sensi-
tivity (detection of true positives), selectivity (detectiondeviation.
VAST reports a p()-value based upon the likelihood of of false positives), alignment quality, speed, and ease
of use. We suggest the user consider the following fivealigning a given number of secondary structure ele-
ments of a particular length. CE reports a Z-score that issues before making use of a structural alignment
program.is based on a Gaussian distribution of similarity scores
between aligned fragments of proteins. What Is the Question?
The most important task is to clearly define what it isThe statistical scores reported by these and other
programs tend to be more informative than RMSD- one hopes to accomplish by performing a structural
Structure
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Table 2. Comparison of Alignments from LSQMAN, CE, DALI, and VAST
id1(length1) VAST(Nalign/RMSD)
id2(length2) LSQMAN(Nalign/RMSD) (Z) CE(Nalign/RMSD) (Z) DALI(Nalign/RMSD) (Z) (P()-value)
b1mdc00(132) 117/1.51 128/1.92 128/1.9 127/1.9
1ifc00(131) 24.8 6.3 18.9 10e-11.2
a1bbhA0(131) 115/1.47 122/1.92 125/2.00 119/2.3
2ccyA0(127) 24.7 6.1 16.2 0.0009
a2sas00(185) 118/1.69 170/3.56 168/3.60 125/2.6
2scpA0(174) 22.8 5.7 14.9 10e-6.2
b1aaj00(105) 77/1.27 80/1.78 80/1.70 76/2.0
1paz00(120) 18.9 4.9 9.7 10e-7.3
b2omf00(340) 122/2.02 266/3.04 261/2.70 233/2.5
2por00(301) 21.0 6.1 21.5 10e-20.0
b3cd400(178) 86/1.14 92/1.95 94/2.60 77/1.4
2rhe00(114) 20.5 5.0 12.1 10e-7.0
c1tahA0(318) 172/1.83 188/2.39 187/2.30 166/2.6
1tca00(317) 35.1 5.2 14.7 10e-8.2
a1bgeB0(159) 77/1.93 62/3.56 94/3.30 71/2.3
2gmfA0(121) 15.5 2.3 6.6 10e-4.9
b2sim00(381) 121/1.90 276/2.99 293/3.30 296/3.9
1nsbA0(390) 19.4 5.9 23.5 10e-13.8
c1fxiA0(96) 51/1.73 100/3.82 60/2.60 48/2.1
1ubq00(76) 11.1 3.1 4.0 10e-5.0
b1ten00(90) 81/1.29 87/1.90 86/1.90 79/1.6
3hhrB0(195) 19.2 4.6 11.5 0.0002
c3hlaB0(99) 59/2.13 85/3.46 75/3.00 58/2.3
2rhe00(114) 10.1 3.7 5.4 0.0024
b2azaA0(129) 69/1.85 85/2.90 83/2.80 70/2.1
1paz00(120) 13.6 3.7 6.3 0.0004
c1cewI0(108) 73/1.59 81/2.34 81/2.30 75/2.0
1molA0(94) 16.4 3.7 9.3 10e-4.1
b1cid00(177) 82/1.65 98/2.97 91/2.80 78/2.0
2rhe00(114) 18.0 4.9 8.3 10e-4.8
c1crl00(534) 130/2.18 220/3.91 187/3.20 186/3.7
1ede00(310) 17.6 4.4 11.4 0.0019
b1tie00(166) 93/1.63 58/2.35 114/3.00 76/1.6
4fgf00(124) 18.9 3.7 9.8 10e-5.3
The bolded pairs are deemed to be more difficult by Fischer et al. (Fischer et al., 1996) and Shindyalov and Bourne (Shindyalov and Bourne,
1998).
a All -helix domain in CATH
b All -sheet domain in CATH
c Mixed / domain in CATH
alignment or structural database search. Is the goal to miss significant hits. Often the biggest discrepancies
between the various structural databases are found infind evolutionary relationships or just structural relation-
ships, irrespective of evolutionary connection? Is one their definition of domain boundaries (Hadley and Jones,
1999). One should pay careful attention to the domaininterested in local or global similarities? Does the se-
quential order of the aligned residues in the primary boundaries of the query, and possibly try different
boundary definitions if the boundaries are not clear.sequences matter? Does one need to search all avail-
able structures, just a subset of them, or perhaps just One should also be aware that many servers will split a
protein chain into domains as part of their databasedo a single pairwise comparison? Different programs
have different strengths and weaknesses regarding searching procedure. Some servers will accept C-only
models, but this may degrade the performance of somethese issues.
What Is the Proper Query? algorithms (Novotny et al., 2004). Additional complica-
tions may arise in the case of NMR structures, if oneThis may seem like an obvious question, but the results
obtained are often highly dependent on the query used has multiple models to choose from (Novotny et al.,
2004). Another consideration is the structural class and/to perform a database search. Crystallography is fre-
quently performed on multidomain proteins or on com- or fold of the query protein, since these can significantly
affect the performance of different methods (Sierk andplexes of different domains. Performing a search with
a full-length protein with multiple structural domains, or Pearson, 2004).
What Is the Target?with a complex consisting of different proteins may re-
sult in spurious hits, cause the alignment to fail, or The target to which the query is to be aligned can range
from alternative models of the query to the whole PDB.greatly increase the time required to complete the
search. On the other hand, leaving out a critical part Since there is a great deal of sequence and structural
redundancy in the PDB, one usually only searches aof the protein, or splitting an evolutionarily conserved
domain into two smaller domains may cause one to subset of the database. These subsets can be based
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Figure 1. Superpositions Produced by Different Programs
(A) Superposition of 1ifc (rat intestinal fatty acid binding protein) onto 1mdc (fatty acid binding protein from tobacco hornworm).
(B) Superposition of 2gmfA (human granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor) onto 1bgeB (canine granulocyte macrophage colony-
stimulating factor). The arrows point to the same loop region in 2gmfA (Ser95), demonstrating how the different programs align different
helices of the helical bundles with one another. See Table 2 for the alignment statistics.
on a maximum level of sequence similarity, or they may than is seen in practice (Sierk and Pearson, 2004). One
way to help rule out false positives is to consider theconsist of representatives of fold or homologous super-
percent overlap of the two domains. Making functionalfamily classifications. One has to decide whether to in-
inferences based upon structural similarity is even moreclude NMR models, and, if so, how to include them (pick
problematic than inferring homology, because evenone model, all of them, or some kind of representative
clearly homologous domains frequently have apprecia-model). The database may be constructed based upon
bly different functions. (Wilson et al., 2000)PDB chains or domains. The size of the library to be
Practical Questionssearched, combined with the program speed, will have
Some other factors to consider when performing a struc-a great effect on how long one has to wait for results.
tural alignment are whether one wants to use a serverThe size of the library will also impact the statistical
or a local version of the program, how easy the programinterpretation of the results.
is to use and how accessible is the documentation,How To Interpret the Results?
whether the program will produce a structure-basedThe answers to question #1 above will, of course, direct
sequence alignment, whether it produces a PDB fileone’s interpretation of the results. There is no universally
with the superimposed coordinates or not, how fast theagreed upon measure of structural similarity, but one
program is, how confidential/secure are the coordi-should always examine the length of the alignment and
nates, and how much control over parameters the userthe RMSD of the aligned residues, keeping in mind that
has. These questions will be somewhat ancillary to is-these values are generally interrelated—a higher number
sues 1–4 above, but are nonetheless important to con-of aligned residues usually results in a higher RMSD,
sider. One will generally want to try several differentand vice versa (see Table 2). Also, the acceptable range
programs and compare the results.for the RMSD will depend greatly on the question being
asked and the set of atoms used to calculate it. For
Table 3. Comparison of Sequence and Structure Alignments forexample, the RMSD calculated for all backbone atoms
an “Easy” Pair and a “Difficult” Pairwill usually be larger than that for just the C atoms.
Alignment of two similar active sites may require an 1mdc00 vs. 1ifc00 1bgeB0 vs. 2gmfA0
(%id/Nalign) (RMSD) (%id/Nalign) (RMSD)RMSD of 1 A˚ for 10 residues, while alignment of two
unrelated domains with the same fold may align 100 SW 23.5%/127 (6e-07) 20.6%/100 (0.058)
residues with a 4 A˚ RMSD. 2.33A˚ 17.3A˚
NW 23.6%/126 30.5%/119When looking for evolutionary relationships users
2.58A˚ 9.56A˚should be aware that many of the methods tend to over-
LSQMAN 19.3%/117 6.5%/77state the statistical significance of matches, implying
1.51A˚ 1.93A˚
that a given level of structural similarity is far more rare
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